
ACA Student Chapter
Meeting Minutes #7
Meeting held at 1:05pm-1:45pm
Thursday March 13, 2008
IKBLC 491

In attendance:
Maria Robinson, Secretary/Treasurer
Suher Zaher-Mazawi, Events Coordinator [late]
Krista Hill, Events Coordinator
Nicole Maunsell, Web Coordinator/Archivist – Acting Coordinator
Kelly McElroy, First Year Rep
Elizabeth Shaffer
Leslie Pearson
Nicole Stocking
Meaghan Scanlon
Donald Johnson

Absent:
Adam Cowling, Coordinator

1. Coordinator (Nicole)

a. Minutes from the last meeting approved.

b. Elections:
Adam needs to send out an e-mail to solicit expressions of interest for next
year’s exec positions. We’ll only have to hold elections if there is any contest
for the positions.

c. Third Events Coordinator:
Krista and Suher would strongly recommend that either a third Events
Coordinator position is added or that the responsibilities are rewritten to
lessen the work load, or redistribute it in some way. We agreed to ask Adam
to look into the paperwork that would be necessary to change the exec
positions/roles.

2. Secretary/Treasurer (Maria)

a. Maria will get in contact with Mary regarding the SLAIS donation.

b. No bake sale results as of yet; Maria is waiting for the count and ACA’s
share of the money from SLA.
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3. Web Coordinator/Archivist (Nicole)

a. Archives:
Nicole asked that if anyone had any records produced by or for the ACA this
year they should hand them over to her to be added to the archives. It was
recommended she obtain an agenda and any other materials from the WWU
visit as well as the Events Coordinator reports.

b. Blog administration:
Dan Farrell set up the blog with Tracey Krause a couple of years ago. Both are
now graduated but still official administrators of the blog and would like to be
relieved of their duties. Nicole has full administrator privileges, so she
suspects maybe their accounts just never got deleted. Krista will get Dan’s
contact information for Nicole and they will work it out.

c. Nicole asked for final confirmation from the group before she officially
shuts down the blog. It was granted.

4. Events Coordinators (Krista)

a. Bake Sale:
It went well, though it looks like we made less money than last time. This was
probably a result of our not being able to sell in the classrooms because of the
no food/no drink policy in the new building. There were also field trips
scheduled for those days and people were off campus.

b. Iron Mountain tour:
It is urgent that Krista get the names of those interested in the tour as soon as
possible for security. Students cannot be late. The first years will likely not be
able to attend because they have presentations to be working on and may not
be able to make it from class in time, depending on traffic.

c. Geneaology workshop:
The genealogy librarian from Surrey Public Library has agreed to present a
brief workshop for us free of cost. If the ACA would like to host a full
workshop in the future, the first years should take note that it takes 3-12
months to coordinate one. Looking at either April 3 or 4, a Thursday or
Friday, the group decided Friday would be better. It will be a one hour
powerpoint, but may last longer. Debra can also book a room for us with a
projector.

d. End of term party:
Likely to be end of April, Krista and Suher are looking into it.

5. First Year Rep (Kelly)
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a. AABC conference:
Kelly reminded us that the AABC conference is coming up at the end of April
in Victoria and was looking to see who might be interested in going. For those
who are, maybe shared transportation/lodging could be arranged.

6. Further Events Coordinator update (Suher – now arrived)

a. Reports that our AMS account is currently operating at a deficit. Maria is
shocked and plans to get on that immediately, especially as Suher is
currently owed money.

b. ACA might get some of our Job Fair donation returned.

c. Church Archives tour went well. 5 people showed up and the feedback
was positive.

7. Other business

a. Inquiring minds want to know where the ACA facebook group is. Nicole
says she plans to set it up tonight.

b. There is also interest in another social night, preferably ice skating. We
decided to head out to Thunderbird on Friday March 28. It is $2.50 to rent
skates, and the rink is open for public hours 4-5 and 10-11. Maria
mentioned that the SLAIS Alumni Meet the Grads dinner is also
scheduled for this night, but then realized she was the only one graduating,
so it shouldn’t get in the way of the skating night.

c. The exec changeover meeting will likely be held sometime later in April.

Next meeting to be held Thursday April 3, 2008, 1pm, IKB 491.
For comments on the meeting minutes, please contact Maria at:
maria0robinson@gmail.com
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